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Abstract: Romberg-type extrapolation is commonly used in many areas of numerical computation. An algorithm is 
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1. Introduction 
Romberg-type extrapolation is now applied in many areas of numerical computation where 
some calculable function, T(h), h > 0, has an expansion of the form 
T(h )= 1 + alh ~ + a2hn2+ . . .  + a,hn"+ O(hn"+'), (1.1) 
0 < 711 <~2 <""  < */n+l, where I, the limiting value of T as h tends to zero, is the required 
quantity. (Thus a~h n., a2h ~, ... can be regarded as error terms.) The procedure involves 
evaluation of T(h) at a decreasing sequence of values, h = h~, i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  and formation of a 
'Romberg table' whose first column consists of the T(h0), T(hl) . . . . .  and whose successive 
columns contain combinations of these to progressively eliminate the error, term by term. (See, 
for example, Johnson and Riess [4] for a full description.) 
The standard scheme has even powers, ~/j = 2j, and arises in many methods applied to smooth 
functions. The usual procedure is to take a sequence of values of {h~} with h i -~ ½hi_ 1. Results 
concerning convergence and error propagation in the Romberg table were shown by Bauer et al. 
[I] and Burlirsch and Stoer [3]. The error propagation i  the table is separate from the truncation 
error in (1.1) and is purely due to local rounding errors in the values of T(h) which are 
propagated across the table. In certain circumstances, these can grow to mar the convergence in 
the table, and thus it is important o limit this growth or at least to monitor an estimate of its 
size. 
A general Romberg-type xtrapolation can be defined to eliminate other than even powers 
(and indeed error terms of the form h n In h- -see Shanks [6]) which may arise in methods dealing 
with non-smooth functions, and also to allow any decreasing sequence { hi}. The latter is 
particularly useful in multi-dimensional work where it is important o keep the computational 
effort to a minimum. In n dimensional quadrature, for example, reduction of the step-length by a 
factor of 2 results in 2 n times as many function evaluations for n dimensions. 
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Bulirsch [2] recommended using the sequence {½h, ±h ¼h, ~h, ~h, ±h 3 , ,2 . . . .  } as being 
reasonably efficient whilst not incurring substantial rounding error growth in the table. However, 
if the error terms in (1.1) have small and only slowly increasing powers then even a more slowly 
decreasing sequence (h~ } may beworth  while considering. Ideally one would want to choose a 
sequence of values which decreases slowly but results in an error growth which remains within 
reasonable bounds. 
The 'harmonic' sequence h i = h/(i  + 1) is generally not recommended due to large build-up of 
errors and possible divergence in the table. However for certain applications (see Laurie [5]), it 
may be a possible choice in that useful information can be obtained from the table before onset 
of large error growth. 
What is required is a means of estimating the likely growth of error for a particular expansion 
and for any chosen sequence { h~}. 
This paper presents firstly a general algorithm for generating the Romberg table for any 
powers and any sequence (h~ } and thus avoids the ad hoc procedures often used by numerical 
analysts when using Romberg extrapolation with other than the standard scheme. Secondly, we 
demonstrate a simple method for calculating an a priori bound on the propagation of rounding 
error in the table. This bound is most useful in deciding on a choice of the sequence { h i } and in 
appreciating the maximum accuracy that one can obtain for a given application of the extrapola- 
tion technique. The error bound is in fact attainable in many cases (if the T(h~) are independent). 
We first present he algorithm and demonstrate its agreement with known schemes for the 
standard cases. Section 3 proves a result on the values H~ defined by the algorithm, and Section 
4 describes how these are used to form the error bounds. 
2. A lgor i thm 
Let the Romberg table consist of values T~,, i = 0 . . . . .  n, k = 0 . . . . .  i, and define H ° = hT, so 
that, from (1.1), 
n 
T/0= T(h i )= I+ ~, ajH° +O(hnn+'). (2.1) 
j= l  
The first term of the error expression can be eliminated by forming 
HO 1) iT /0  _ o H;IT(i- 1)o 
T/,= /¢,o_ _//o 
1)1 
n 
=I+ E ajH1ij + O( h n.+' )
j--2 
i= l , . . . ,n  
where 
HOuO /¢o_ , , - - , , - , ,  
_ .o  , i=1  . . . . .  n, j=2  . . . . .  n. 
H 0 ni l  ( i -1 )1  
The second error term may now be eliminated from T~, and T(~_,~, in a similar manner, and so 
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on, forming the generalised Romberg table. The process is given by: 
T/o= T(h i ) ,  i=O . . . . .  n; 
H°=h~, ,  i = 0 , . . . ,n ,  J= l  . . . . .  n; 
,-1 _ t4*- ] T, 
T/k = H(,_~),T/(,_]) "',k (i-lXk-l) i = 1 n, 
H, - I  k -1  ' ' ' "  "' 
( i -1 )k  - -  Hi ,  
nk-1  _ 
( ' - ] )* '" J  ])J i = 1, . . ,n ,  
H*- '  ' " O-] ) *  
k=l  . . . . .  i; 
k= l  . . . . .  i, j=k+l  . . . . .  n. 
(2 .2 )  
k k 
H~i_ l ) j /H i j  = r~i 
rn, T/(k_])- Tu_;x,_;) 
T/k = r ~* -- 1 
If, on the other hand, the powers are equally spaced, ,/j =jX,  ~, > O,j = 1, 2 . . . . .  we can show tha' 
H~ . . . .  (-1)*hXhX-, hXi-kS( hx . . . .  ,hXi-k " -  k -  1) 
n i  tit.. with/, .  >~ 0 an¢ where S(V~ . . . . .  V~_k, l), k >I O, />/O,  is the sum of all distinct terms.  * , .=~-k ' , .  
~i 1 = 1, (see Shanks [7]). m=i-k  m 
Hence 
_ x Z h,XkT/(,_, h, 
T/k = hX k _ h x 
giving 
so that 
The tabular values T/k then satisfy 
T /k=/+ ~ a jH~+O(hnn* , )  whereH~=O(h ' , ) .  (2.3) 
j~k+l  
The calculations in (2.2) are ordered so as to calculate a row of the table at a time. Although the 
maximum number of extrapolations i specified as n, in practice the process is stopped when 
comparisons along the leading diagonal indicate sufficient accuracy. 
To reduce the effect of further ounding errors, the relations in (2.2) are better employed in the 
form, for example, 
T/k = T~k-l + H~ -1 T/(k-1)- TU-I)(k-,) (2.4) 
The above algorithm is completely general allowing easy comparison between different (and 
arbitrary) sequences {h,}. For special cases the algorithm is of course equivalent to the 
commonly used forms. For example, if h~ --- r-iho (r integer > 1) then 
k [ r rO_  r r l ,~  _ -  
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For the common case of )~ = 2 
= h _ h i - k  
With the addit ional case of h i = 2- ih0 we have the well-known 
4kT/(k_ 1)- To_ lXk_ l) 
T'k = 4* -- 1 
Bauer et al. [1] considered this latter case and showed convergence and that rounding error 
propagation in the (infinite) Romberg table would be limited to 
fi 4*+l  
,=1 4k -1  
times the maximum modulus of the errors in the initial column• Shanks [7] generalised their result 
to show that for the sole restriction h; = r-~ho the error growth is limited to a factor of 
f l  r~,+ l 
LJ  = r n~ ~ 1 
k~l  
in column j and, provided that ~,+~-  ~k >I 7/> 0 for all k, then L = l imj_.~ Lj exists giving 
stability in the infinite table. 
3. Properties of the H~ 
The main result here concerns ome surprising properties of the quantit ies H a. 
Theorem 1 The H~ defined in (2.2) have the properties: 
(i) for given k, H a has the same sign for all i and j, 
(ii) for given i and j, H* H* ÷ t < 0, ~' i j ' ' i j  
(iii) In l > In +l.I. 
To illustrate, Table 1 shows the values of H/~ for n = 4, { hi} = {1, ½, ,,I _~, 1~ }, { %} = {0.5, 2, 4, 
6}. 
The proof  appears after some necessary lemmas. 
Lemma 1 The function f (x )  = ao xu'' + a lx ~'' + • • • + a, ,x  ~" with aia,+ 1 < 0, i = 0 . . . . .  m - 1, and 
0 <~ #o < #1 < " " " < #,, has at most m positive zeros. This is an extension to the reals of Descartes' 
Rule of Signs which concerns integer powers. 
Lemma 2 Let x 0 > x I > • • • 
X~ ° 
> x,.  > 0 and 0 ~< #0 < #1 < " " " < #,,,; then 
. . .  
>0.  
• ° .  X~I  ewl 
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Table 1 
Values of H~ rounded to 6 decimals. {hi}  = {1, ~ ¼, ~, = , ~},  (71j} (0.5, 2, 4, 6}. 
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j= l  2 3 4 
k=0 i=0 1 1 1 1 
1 0.707107 0.250000 0.062500 0.015625 
2 0.500000 0.062500 0.003906 0.000244 
3 0.377964 0.020408 0.000416 0.000008 
4 0.301511 0.008264 0.000068 0.000001 
k = 1 i = 1 - 1.560660 - 2.200825 - 2.360866 
2 - 0.390165 - 0.137552 - 0.036889 
3 - 0.109957 - 0.010392 - 0.000721 
4 - 0.039627 - 0.001305 - 0.000031 
k = 2 i = 2 0.550206 0.737771 
3 0.039507 0.013471 
4 0.003815 0.000358 
k = 3 i = 3 -0 .042560 
4 - 0.001043 
Proof The result is trivially true for m = 0. By induction, assuming that the result is true for 
m = k - 1, the determinant 
xgo  . . .  xg ,  
can be regarded as a function of x 0, vanishing at x 1 . . . . .  x k. These are the only (k)  positive roots 
since the coefficients, by the induction hypothesis, satisfy the requirements of Lemma 1. The sign 
of the determinant is thus invariant for all x 0 > xl and for large x 0 it is clearly the sign of x~,, 
that is 
sign x~'° • 
[ X~ ° 
as required. D 
• • • X~,~ - I 
•. .  X~ ~-l 
= ( -  1) k ( -  1) (k-')k/2 = ( -  1) k(~ +',/2 
Consider now the (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix 
aoo aol •.. ao., 
alo 
A= 
amo •. .  amm 
If, for k = m, rn - 1 . . . . .  1 in turn, we multiply row k of A by atk_l~ o and then subtract from it akO 
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times row k - 1, then we obtain 
a(m_ l)oa(m_ 2)O " " " aloaoodet( A ) = 
a0o ¢d01 • . .  aom 
0 bll blm 
0 bml . . .  bmm 
where 
I a(i-l)O a( i - l ) j  . 
b i j  = a i  0 a i j  
Lett ing B be the m × m matr ix of bij, we have that det (B)  = a~o 
through by I-Ii~=l( aio - a(i_l~o) gives 
det( C ) = ( al° " " " atm- l~°/ f l  ( ai° - at ' -  l~° ) l det (A) ,  
where C is the m × m matrix with 
% = 6 , / (a io  - a . _  
I f  we now let a~,, = 1, then ci,,, = - 1 and permut ing both matrices A and C gives 
l Cll . . .  Clm_ 1 = 1 aoo . . . ao (m_ l )  
al0 . . .  a(m_ l )  0 
m 
1 c,, 1 . . .  c,,m-i I-I (ako -a (k - l~o)  1 amo .. .  am~,,_l~ 
k=l  
We can now prove: 
• . .  ao,,_l~ o det(A).  Dividing 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Lemma 3 Let A be a matrix of the form 
1 ao l  . . .  aon 
1 anl  . . .  ann 
with the property that any m × m minor (m <~n + 1) with adjacent rows has sign ( -1 )  m( ' - l ) /2  
Then the same property (m <.< n) is true of the matrix 
C= 
where 
1 C12 
1 C22 
] Cn2 
• . • C ln  
C2n 
• • • Cnn 
a( i _D la i j  --  a i la ( i _D j  
¢ i j  
ail -- a(i_1)1 
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Proof First we note two specific properties of A: 
Put t ingm=l ,  a~j>0.  
1 ati_l) j = 
= a i j  - -  at i -  1)j Putting m 2, 1 a~j <0.  
(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 
Consider an m x m minor of C(m ~< n). First suppose that the column of ones is absent from this 
minor, so m < n. Noting that there is no requirement for adjacent columns, we can write the 
minor as 
c"-- . . .  
tC(k+m)J '  " '"  C(k+") J " ' l  
where 1 =J0 <Jl  < " " " <J,,, <~ n and 0 ~< k ~ n - m. Noting then that 
a( i -  1) j .a i j ,  - -  a i joa ( i -  l) j/ 
c ij; ~ ,, 
a i j  ° - -  a t i  - l ) j  o 
we can use result (3.1) together with (3.3) to give 
ak jo  • . .  akj,,, 
sign( C" ) = ( - 1)"  sign ! = ( - 1 )" (  - 1)("+ ,),./2 = 
a(k+, . ) j  o • . . a (k+, . ) . i ,  '
as required. For the second case where the first column of C,, consists of ones, we proceed in a 
similar manner using (3.2). [] 
( _1 ) " (  " - l  
We are now ready to prove the main result: 
Proof of Theorem 1 Consider a modification of the defining relation (2.2) so that we negate the 
right hand side: 
H~-~ k-~ _ t4k-~t4k-~ l ) kH i j  **ik * ' ( i - l ) j  
H~ = H~- I  k - i  
- Ht i _Dk  
Since H ° ---h,", > 0, instead of properties (i) and (ii) we now need only to demonstrate that 
H k > 0 for all k. 
Let 
n k = 
1 k k H ;k  + l . . .  H ;n  
1 k k 
n~k + l . . .  H ;n  
By Lemma 2, H ° has the property that any m ×m minor with adjacent rows has sign 
( -1 )  ''t "-1~/2 and hence, by Lemma 3, so also do H 1, H 2 . . . . .  H " - l .  Thus m = 1 gives H~> 0 
and m = 2 gives H~+lU-H~ < 0 as required (property (iii)). With the original (non-negated) 
expression for H~ we obviously have the oscillating sign property (ii). [] 
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Bounds Eik on the propagated error. 
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k=0 1 2 3 4 
i = 0 1 
1 1 5.8284 
2 1 5.8284 9.7140 
3 1 7.1943 12.3046 14.0080 
4 1 8.8875 17.9487 21.1825 22.0668 
4. Error propagation 
}e,kl ~< 
and so, letting 
We consider the propagation of errors across the table due to rounding errors in the initial 
column of values Ti0. Let the calculated values be T/k = T~k +eik and let lei01 < e. since the H A are 
independent of the T~0 and can be calculated to any precision we assume that they are 'exact' in 
the sense that their errors are negligible compared with e. 
Because of linearity in the defining relations for T~k, we have 
H~-~)ke, ,k_t , - -  H~- leu - t×k- t )  
ei* = H~-~) , -  H~ -1 
Hence, using the results of Theorem 1, 
H~-__])klei(k_l,l+ H~- l leu_ lxk_b l  
E,o = 1, E,k = H k-  1 - H~-  1 ' 
( i -  l)k 
we have in general that le~kl < E~k~. 
Alongside a tabular value T, k we may thus calculate the bound Eik on the growth of the 
propagated error. In fact this bound is quite realistic in that it is attained for ei0 = ( -  1)ie. 
(However we may note that this oscillation of initial errors may not always be possible; it is 
impossible for example, if T(h)  represents the trapezoidal rule with step-length .) Since the H A 
and hence Eik do not depend on the T/k, the calculation of E~k (for some chosen n) can take place 
before the formation of the values T~0 and can help in the choice of a suitable sequence {h i }. 
Table 2 shows the error bounds for the parameters in Table 1 and indicates that for this size of 
table there may be an error growth of about 22 (typically a loss of precision of one decimal digit). 
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